before the prevention system was in place, in the precarious situation of having continuously to negotiate and contest their position within state budgets regarding new forms of thalassaemia treatment. This is also the case for those seeking genetherapy treatment. Gene therapy is a technology that involves the introduction of therapeutic genes into the human body to replace mutations causing disorders (Addison 2017) . In the case of thalassemia, the introduction of healthy genes could help patients' bodies begin producing hemoglobin at higher rates, thereby eliminating or reducing the need for regular blood transfusions and dialysis.
This article, stemming from research conducted with a thalassemia patients' association in Cyprus from July 2012 to September 2013, explores how the political and epistemic uncertainty surrounding the promise of breakthroughs in gene therapy is harnessed to particular political objectives and narratives of the future. In what follows, I focus on the activities of the Pancyprian Thalassemia Association (PTA). The PTA is the main channel of politicization for thalassemia patients in Cyprus and maintains an agonistic relationship with the state. Through several bouts over time with the Cypriot Ministry of Health, it has managed to provide better health-care conditions for thalassemia patients by improving aspects of treatment such as blood supply, hospital space, and provisions for dialysis. In the context of this article, I explore the politics of thalassemia gene therapy in Cyprus through the alliance between the PTA and the Cypriot Institute of Neurology (CING)-a private, but largely government-funded research center.
During my fieldwork, a breakthrough regarding the prospect of gene therapy for thalassemia became a recurrent topic of conversation and events, which was generative of political deliberation among PTA members, CING scientists, and Cypriot health officials. As the patient and PTA narratives presented in this article will convey, critique and contestation have resulted from the state's unwillingness to provide the necessary funding and infrastructure for the public health-care system to receive and implement gene therapy once it becomes available. The unwillingness and, arguably, the inability of the state to appease the demands of thalassemia patients regarding gene therapy must be considered in relation to the Cypriot context. Cyprus has particularly suffered under austerity politics in recent years. During my fieldwork in March 2013, the European Commission, European Central Bank, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) provided a financial bailout for the country. Consequent terms demanded that the government increase taxes and cut expenditures on several fronts, including health care. Amid such conditions, the promise of gene therapy in Cyprus was cast into further doubt.
In a foundational essay on the anthropology of the future, Jane Guyer (2007, 409) argued that the near future-the middle ground between "immediate situations" and the "very long-term horizon"-remains increasingly absent in political practices and public narratives. We can understand Guyer's analysis as an ethnographic indication of contemporary modes of future-making, but perhaps also as a call for further anthropological theorization of how individuals and collectives develop the means to orient themselves amid chronic uncertainty. Both prior to and after the publication of Guyer's essay, anthropologists have conceptually populated this middle ground with notions of waiting (Hage 2009; Brun 2015; Kwon 2015; Sandoval-Cervantes 2017; Zee 2017) , hope (Miyazaki 2004; Reed 2011; Jansen 2016) , patience (Appadurai 2013; Procupez 2015) , and endurance (Ringel 2014) . As I suggest in this article, while such notions showcase the active stance adopted by individuals and collectives in handling uncertainty, their analytical use can obscure the dynamics of alliance through which such practices are afforded political vitality, as well as the particular goals for the future toward which they are directed.
Relatively little ethnographic attention has been given to the methods by which people organize possibility and uncertainty through constructing and deploying narratives of the future that are capable of bridging and proliferating relations between present immediacy and abstract futurity-a process I call directing the future. The concept used in this article to elucidate these connections between breakthrough and narrative is that of the subjunctive. Ethnographic treatments of subjunctivity regard it as a mode of subjectivity inclined toward possibility. Nevertheless, the sociopolitical dynamics that make subjunctivity possible, as well as varying degrees of subjunctivity, are often obfuscated by an ethnographic emphasis on open-endedness and hope. Rather than celebrating the evocation of possibility that the subjunctive effects, I focus on the existential, relational, and political conditions of contestation through which modalities of subjunctivity emerge and are sustained. I argue that subjunctivity does not merely represent the ability to be receptive to transformation and the possibility of an alternative world. By juxtaposing the varying positionalities that thalassemia patients in Cyprus adopt regarding the promise of gene therapy, I show how the intersubjective and political processes out of which subjunctivity and narrative emerge also constitute the processes by which an otherwise undefined future becomes ordered, as certain images of the future attain more gravity and reality than others.
THINKING THE BREAKTHROUGH
As the historical and recent (post-1930s) use of the word suggests, breakthrough as a technoscientific object and keyword of public discourse is specific to societies structurally geared toward generating scientific and technological advancement (Kuhn 1962; Nowotny, Scott, and Gibbons 2003) . Visions of the future are intimately tied to such expectations of technological advancement and what is broadly understood and referred to as progress (Franklin 1998) . Peter Pels (2015, 787) correctly observes that discourses of social and technological acceleration are not especially recent. Nevertheless, the ontological dynamics of the breakthrough are of a particular nature, as they put humanity in conversation not only with an open future and its politics but also with its limits of worldly understanding. Modern science and biomedicine do not constitute processes of linear technological advancement so much as they more intensely put humanity in conversation with the "outside" (Jensen 2013)-in other words, that which remains external and irreducible to the human grasp of the world. Whereas notions of progress embedded in historical processes of exploration and discovery were produced through the "geographical opening up of the globe" (Pels 2015, 785) , discourses on breakthrough, emanating largely from the natural sciences, emerge from a human acceptance of incomplete mastery and knowledge of the world (Barad 2007; Helmreich 2009 ).
Pharmaceutical capitalism expands by appropriating such epistemic uncertainty and ontological opacity. In biomedicine, a field in which breakthrough makes for an especially resonant term, technological progress and intensifying flows of pharma-financialization (Sunder Rajan 2006) have transformed the human body into a pool of therapeutic potentiality (Thompson 2005; Taussig, Hoeyer, and Helmreich 2013) , but also an instrument of commodification (Rose and Rose 2012) . Several scholars have demonstrated that our increasing involvement with therapeutic technologies fosters the development of a more direct relationship with the future (Ginsburg and Rapp 1995; Biehl and Locke 2010; Gammeltoft 2013) . Nevertheless, a track record of technological failure has made evident the problematic character of biomedical messianism (Petryna 2010) . This holds especially true for gene therapy, which has been in development since the early 1990s. Despite such a long trajectory, clinical trials still in development, and the deaths of two patients on separate occasions (Addison 2017) , recent advances in the field of targeting and delivery of viral vectors have left pharmaceutical companies scurrying to patent various forms of gene therapy for the treatment of diseases.
Within an abstract temporality of the future, narratives and expectations of breakthrough operate and flourish according to a vague affect of agitation and promise. When will the breakthrough come? What will it be able to achieve once it arrives? The breakthrough acquires its force through these queries. Epistemic ambivalence surrounding the coming of breakthroughs infuses the temporal trajectory by which they unfold with considerable political vitality. As Alberto Corsín Jiménez (2014) suggests, a "prototype" technology such as gene therapy constitutes a field of experimentation that is in a constant state of becoming, generative of new modes of politics and knowledge. I embrace Corsín Jiménez's suggestion of a sociotechnical field of perpetual generativity, but I also aim to explore the political and cognitive processes that restrict such generativity. What I regard as a directed modality of future-making requires not only the continuous production of possibility but also its channeling into particular political objectives for the future. Hence, on the one hand, gene therapy can indeed be conceptualized as a technology that, courtesy of an ongoing process of experimentation and development, produces a series of political processes aimed at negotiating and contesting its public standing and use. On the other hand, for those seeking some degree of certainty that the technology will some day extend beyond its prototypical stage, the field of possibility must not only be politically protected and cultivated but also managed and demarcated through particular narratives of the future.
HOW TO BREAK THROUGH
The first time I heard about gene therapy was when I spoke to M., a mother of one, in a downtown Nicosia café. She did not know much about it except that "gene therapy was coming." M. was working in an accounting firm and was open about her condition as a thalassemia patient. As I learned soon after commencing fieldwork, such was not always the case: although treatment for thalassemia patients in Cyprus has greatly improved over time, specters of social stigma persist, especially around employment and personal relationships. Numerous thalassemia patients told me how they would often face prejudice in job interviews, or how potential partners would walk away when they disclosed their illness. M. seemed proud of the way in which she carried herself publicly because, despite thalassemia, she had a successful career and marriage.
I asked M. about her daily treatment routine. She told me that she used a combination of iron chelation pills and pumps to get rid of excess iron in her body. She casually mentioned gene therapy in the middle of our conversation: "And then you have all that talk about gene therapy and whatnot." 1 She stopped talking and took a sip of coffee, so I asked her what that was. From the things M. had heard from other patients and read on the Internet, she gathered that "the way it works is they put good genes into your body to replace the bad genes," and after that, "your body starts producing hemoglobin again." She continued: "To be honest, I don't follow all that talk-I am content with my therapy right now . . . . Things are much better than they used to be when I was a childtherapy methods are much better, and if you follow them routinely, you can pretty much lead a normal life." She then made a gesture of dismissal with her hands, her palms cyclically swirling in mid-air, denoting futility and the passage of time. She explained to me that the she had been hearing rumors of gene therapy becoming available "for eons now." I asked why she did not seem interested in learning more about it. She blew smoke, stubbed out her cigarette in the ashtray, and shrugged her shoulders. "There are some seminars I could go to, but to be honest, I don't see the point in finding out more about it. If it comes, it comes. If they manage to make a breakthrough, I'll find out about it." As I came to understand through the progression of my fieldwork, M. was one of the few patients in Cyprus who was not part of the PTA. As M. explained: "I don't feel like I should be part of an association just because some other person and I have the same disease. Of course, I know others who have thalassemiateachers, journalists, government employees, and even judges-but if I want to talk to them or meet for a coffee, I'll just give them a call." She concluded that, "as long as I am doing fine with my treatment, I don't see why I should spend more of my time on other things having to do with thalassemia." When I asked if she knew other thalassemia patients I could talk to, M. directed me to a friend of hers. She said that she knew this woman from the thalassemia clinic in Nicosia, where patients go to have their transfusions and to get their blood checked periodically. The two would sometimes arrange to meet at the clinic if their schedules allowed, and chat for the three or so hours of the transfusion.
Much like M., her friend cited lack of time as her reason for not joining the association. "I pay a small subscription, but that's it really," she explained. "I have to deal with this disease every day-I don't want to do it in my free time also." At some point, I asked her what she knew about the potential of gene therapy implementation in Cypriot health care. Like M., the woman did not seem particularly knowledgeable on the subject, or interested: "I don't know much about it. I know that some scientists at CING are working on it, but that nothing is really for sure. These kinds of things, only doctors know what they are really about-we only keep hearing that they are working on it."
There was not much else to be said on that point, so I posed a speculative question: "If it became available on a widespread basis at some point, would you go for it?" She remained silent and pondered the question for a second or two. Eventually, she replied: "I don't think I would. I've made a life for myself, my current treatment is working, and I got used to it, so I don't see why I should go around changing that. Who knows what effects gene therapy might have on your body?" She continued: "We are the second generation of thalassemics to have been lucky to receive treatment in Cyprus. I was born in 1975-I feel lucky because it was much harder to get medical treatment before then. And the other thing is that everyone-my friends, family, colleagues-know I am a thalassemic. I have no need to hide it like people used to do before." After some further seconds of silence, she went on to add: "I would consider [gene therapy]. If it had a high success rate, say 99 percent, then I would probably try it." Our conversation ended with a note of doubt: "Our doctors try to stay up to date with what's happening, and they go to seminars and educate themselves about what's new in gene therapy. But there's still nothing here for us in Cyprus. We are depending on research centers from other countries to make the breakthrough."
MAKING FRIENDS
My initial conversations unveiled uncertainties about the prospect of breakthrough. For the two interlocutors I have introduced above, such uncertainty was above all specific to Cyprus: the dire economic state of Cypriot health care offered little hope for the promise of gene therapy becoming accessible in the future. At the same time, such uncertainty extended beyond the Cypriot context and gestured to gene therapy's long trajectory of anticipation and failure. Statements such as "only doctors know about these things" or "we keep hearing about it" convey that the meshing of science and society do not necessarily reconcile the two, and also result in new hierarchies and "distributions" (Mol 2002, 87) of knowledge and expertise between public and epistemic collectives.
Ethnographic work on patient activism provides a starting point in thinking about the possible reconfiguration of such asymmetric bodies of power. As Roy Porter's (1985) foundational article on grassroots health care conveys, the rise of biocapitalism parallels the rise of a "medical history from below." Porter's language is indicative of previous modalities of patient politics, which consisted mainly of resistance rather than participation in technological progress. Recent scholarship moves beyond such opposition by showcasing the multilayered fabric of biosociality (Rabinow 1992 ) and the political capacity of patients for inclusion in governmental decision-making (Epstein 2007a) as well as the research agendas of scientific institutes (Callon and Rabeharisoa 2008; Koay and Sharp 2013) .
Shortly after my interview with M., I made contact with CING and arranged to meet one of its chief scientists to learn more about the specifics of gene therapy and thalassemia in Cyprus. The CING building is situated near the center of Nicosia, in proximity to the green line that divides the city, and the island, in two.
2 On entering, my eye meets an interior courtyard where stacks of inner balconies unfold in a wide expanse of linoleum floors and bleached white walls. It is late on a Friday afternoon and by now most people have left. The laboratory bench where I sit is covered with scientific instruments: microscopes, test tubes, and a fridge for keeping samples in the far corner. The hum of a shaker, a boxshaped machine used to mix chemical solutions, is constant in the background. Dr. V. enters the room, shuffles some papers, takes a folder, and leaves again. "Right now," he says when he finally sits down on a stool nearby, "we're part of a network of research centers working together to make a breakthrough." He goes on: "There's some competition from some other centers and research clusters, but that's healthy in many ways. Here in Cyprus we have a good thing going. CING is a thalassemia reference point for the WHO. And the PTA is active too." When I ask him about the relationship between the PTA and CING, he reflects:
What's quite impressive is that many of the patients have incredible knowledge as to what happens in the scientific field. CING might be part of the research, of experimentation, of therapy, but we are still part of this community. I would say that, by now, we [and the PTA] can't function without each other. And then you have the need for funding. We are lucky to have a good relationship with the Cypriot state; they fund most of our projects. So, what I'm trying to say is that research is always interactive. There's no point locking yourself in a laboratory saying that you're going to conduct research, or discover a gene, or something along those lines. To do research you need friends-to put it that way. You never do research on your own.
Friendship, although largely maintained and enacted through a network of committees and meetings between CING, the PTA, and the Cypriot Ministry of Health, is most vividly manifested in events such as workshops and conferences. On one occasion, Dr. V. invited me to a conference that was part of Thalassemia Week, which takes place annually and has been co-organized by the PTA since 1976. A CING scientist conducting research on gene therapy gave one of the presentations, and at the end of the talk, audience members had the opportunity to ask questions. Discussion ensued on whether a therapeutic DNA used in gene therapy should be frozen and thawed or directly injected. On the one hand, freezing therapeutic genes acts as a test of whether they are robust enough, and consequently whether injecting them into the host will prove successful. On the other hand, freezing and thawing the material potentially decreases its potency by killing off a proportion of the therapeutic cells. The presenter, speaking in favor of freezing, conceded that this remained a sensitive, unresolved subject requiring further tests and even actual implementation. He concluded by saying that "you can't really know until you actually put it in practice-you can't control everything in the laboratory." Despite such an agnostic statement, the debate carried on for several minutes and extended beyond the actual issue of freezing and thawing genes. As one thalassemia patient in the audience said: "If a freezing-and-thawing route is to be implemented in the future, then it must be made certain that the place where thawing takes place is in proximity to the location where the injections will take place. Otherwise, the therapeutic potency of the genes could be further damaged." Another audience member commented that this "went back to the issue" of a new transplantation center being built near CING headquarters and the need for the Cypriot state to secure the funds to complete it.
This exchange effected a shift in my ethnographic understanding of gene therapy in Cyprus. I came to see the conference as a site used to "convert uncertainty into risk," thus providing the PTA with an "opportunity to collaborate, experiment, and aspire in the public domain" (Appadurai 2013, 129) . Moreover, the conference was an occasion demonstrating "the generative potential of uncertainty" (Berthomé, Bonhomme, and Delaplace 2012, 132) that is inherent to social relations and, in this case, politico-epistemic relations. At the same time, the conference was an event showcasing how uncertainty was not only produced but also confined through specific objectives and narratives of the future. In other words, the prospect of gene therapy was not addressed at the level of scientific accuracy, but according to the political, logistical, and infrastructural predicaments surrounding its actual implementation. Uncertainty did not usher conference participants into a liminal space of waiting or hoping for a breakthrough in gene therapy, but was rather reterritorialized in the context of Cypriot health care and the political activities of the PTA.
STAYING ACTIVE
The PTA's relationship with the Cypriot state extends back to the founding of the organization in 1973. In the decades leading up to the creation of the PTA, both public knowledge and the treatment of thalassemia in Cyprus were at a rudimentary stage. Incidents of thalassemia were often mistaken for malaria or leishmaniosis. More important, patients faced heavy stigmatization, even by their own kin. When the Cypriot Ministry of Health commissioned an American anthropologist to conduct research on the psychosocial aspects of thalassemia in 1976, she concluded: "In Cyprus, the birth of a thalassemic child reflects adversely on the entire family and jeopardizes future alliances . . . the Cypriot thalassemic child is unwanted-unwanted by a family which is tainted by the child's very existence and unwanted by a medical system which is unprepared" (Book 1980, 57) . Prior to the establishment of the PTA and the founding of the Cypriot Republic in 1960, no treatment for thalassemia existed in Cyprus. Blood used for transfusions was usually acquired from family members willing to help, or even bought. Cyprus was also mostly rural and a lack of public transportation and roads meant that parents living in villages had to hitchhike with their ill children to make the trip to Nicosia, the only place to receive treatment at the time.
3 "We got by" (ehkiabaíname) is the Greek Cypriot idiom that several thalassemia patients used to describe the uncertainty of day-to-day treatment in those days. Thalassemia patients in Cyprus escaped such enforced presentism and fatalism through politicization, rendering the future available to contest as a horizon of action. A public sensitization campaign led by the PTA from 1972 to 1977, which included the distribution of informational material and talks in villages and schools, proved decisive in raising public awareness of thalassemia, alongside mounting pressure on the Cypriot state to improve treatment facilities. Once a breakthrough was made in genetic-testing technology in 1983, the PTA convinced the Cypriot Christian-Orthodox Church to introduce a compulsory certificate stating that couples had to undergo testing for the thalassemia allele and become aware of their status as potential carriers prior to getting married. 4 This historical trajectory by which thalassemia became integrated into Cypriot society hence correlates with the emergence of the PTA as a political entity and registers the alliances fostered between the PTA, the Cypriot government and church, and subsequently with scientific bodies such as CING (Kyriakides, forthcoming) . The political objectives of the PTA have since changed. As several PTA members said to me, the organization must now advocate for the reform of an archaic health-care system that addresses issues of mortality but not quality of life. One PTA member explained: "The state system is stuck in the seventies, when the issue for us was to stay alive, but this is not the case anymore. We don't want simply to stay alive; we want to lead a normal life with as little treatment as possible. The issue we face is not life or death, but rather living." Amid such hopes and desires for normality and therapeutic finality, the prospect of gene therapy promises a version of the future free of transfusions, dialysis, and medication side effects.
The alliance and narrative that emerged from the conference I attended at CING's headquarters-namely, that the PTA sought to persuade the Cypriot state to equip the health-care system to carry out gene therapy-also surfaced in several interviews with individual interlocutors. About two weeks after the conference, I spoke with the president of the PTA at its offices in Nicosia. When I asked her about the prospect of gene therapy in Cyprus, K., the association's president, seemed positive. She stated that "CING is on a very good track. They have already created vectors capable of entering the human organism and distributing healthy genes. They are still in an experimental stage, but are very close to making a breakthrough." She went on to explain that even though the PTA cannot participate in the scientific aspect of research on gene therapy, it nevertheless puts pressure on the state to prepare an infrastructure capable of receiving gene therapy once it becomes available. This infrastructure demands that, first, a transplantation center tailored to carry out the genetic targeting required for gene therapy should be established either near or inside CING's headquarters and, second, that the Cypriot state should be prepared to fund all eligible thalassemia patients in Cyprus to undergo gene therapy once it becomes available. As she explained:
With the current infrastructure, [gene therapy] cannot take place in the existing general hospital. You need a lab that will be close to CING, and will be specialized in carrying out this sort of treatment. Plus, the amount of money required is huge. It is estimated that the cost of treating one patient with gene therapy will be around €500,000. And there are six hundred of us around the island. It's not easy. But we think the state is positive with regard to this prospect, as long as it secures the funds to do so.
Two days after I spoke to K., I sat in the thalassemia clinic in Nicosia chatting with another PTA member during his transfusion. He reiterated the emphasis that the PTA places on preparing the infrastructure for gene therapy, but stressed that attention and action must often be diverted to other fronts: CING is doing a really good job on the experimental front [of gene therapy]. We try and keep pressure on the state to build a new transplantation center, ideally inside CING. We apply pressure through CING-we have one of ours on their committee-and we also liaise regularly with the Ministry of Health through our own committee. But we have other stuff going on as well: a lack of blood, access to medication, treatment costs, and more. So we can't really focus our attention on gene therapy all the time, as there are often more urgent issues that we need to keep asking the state to address.
What I realized after interviewing several association members was that the committees and events used as mechanisms for applying pressure to the Cypriot Ministry of Health were often aimed at maintaining the prospect of certain goals, rather than achieving them. To quote another PTA member:
The state has generally been helpful and responsive. There still is much room for improvement, but they're not deaf to our demands. But we have to stay active. One of the reasons the PTA has a good relationship with the state is exactly because we have been in constant communication ever since the 1960s, when the PTA was founded.
The necessity to "stay active" was also conveyed to me in a conversation I had with a CING scientist. As he explained:
In a way, research sets its own agenda. You need to keep your ears open as to what is happening around you. A lab, especially one of the caliber of CING, cannot be static. You need to keep moving, and stay attuned to what happens around you-new information, new technologies, new breakthroughs, and so on. This whole thing, thalassemia, is a living organism, which evolves. You can't stay static. If you stay static, you're done for.
The importance of constant political pressure likewise became evident during another conference arranged by CING and the PTA, which the Cypriot minister of health also attended. In his brief speech, the minister clearly indicated that the PTA's request for a new transplantation center would not materialize due to "lack of funds" and departed from the site of the conference soon after. When I approached one of my key informants to ask his opinion about what had been said, he replied: "I expected him to say that. It doesn't mean we will stop advocating. We'll reconvene and see how to approach the matter." "Lack of funds" has become a skeleton key for state representatives, used to defuse the demands of groups such as the PTA, not only in Cyprus but also elsewhere in the world. The inability of a weakened state apparatus to respond to the demands of thalassemia patients burdens the PTA with formulating a political agenda capable of practically addressing the issue of establishing gene therapy in Cyprus. Such a task becomes increasingly difficult when one considers the epistemic opacity that surrounds gene therapy and the uncertainty of its arrival. The circulation of a particular narrative through mediums such as conferences and joint committees is a tactic (Kyriakides 2016, forthcoming) used by the PTA to establish a line of communication with Cypriot health-care officials. Below, I delve into the political work completed through this narrative as deployed by the PTA. In doing so, I focus less on what one says and more on the position one speaks from. In other words, I am interested in the position one must occupy in a milieu of uncertainty and technological advancement for certain narratives of the future to emerge and attain political force. I explore these questions through another element essential to PTA's activism and politics: subjunctivity.
THE SUBJUNCTIVE INVERTED
In his work on patient narratives, Byron Good (1994, 146) uses the term subjunctivity to refer to verbal declarations conveying "imagistic elements that suggest indeterminacy and openness to possibility and the potential for change." Before him, Victor Turner (1977, 71) contrasted the indicative mood, which expresses an act or state as "actual," with that of the subjunctive mood, which "tends to express desire, hypothesis, supposition, possibility: it may or might be so." In her ethnography of sonograph imaging in Vietnam, Tine Gammeltoft (2013, 170) similarly suggests that "bringing into analysis the subjunctivity and orientation toward the future that characterizes human endeavors is an important anthropological task." While I agree that subjunctivity is predicated on maintaining receptivity toward possibility and open-endedness, I suggest that we can gain a more nuanced ethnographic understanding of the way the subjunctive operates by focusing on two of its other dimensions: first, the sociopolitical and also existential dynamics of contestation and alliance through which subjunctivity emerges; and second, the manner in which subjunctivity gives way to narratives of a future capable of organizing, rather than simply cultivating, possibility.
As Good (1994, 148) observes, "the maintenance of competing plots [is] a strategy for subjunctivizing reality." The competition between future plots was something I often encountered when speaking to PTA members regarding the prospect of gene therapy. Subjunctivity would usually manifest itself as an afterword of pessimism to a previous declaration of hope or, on the contrary, a punctuation of hope to a previously pessimistic statement. Take, for example, the PTA's president statement that the state is "positive" about the prospect of gene therapy "as long as it procures the funds to do so." In another example, a PTA member conveyed the promise of gene therapy as plausible, yet also a race against time:
Now I'm almost forty, and no cure has yet been found. But we remain hopeful. We don't expect miracles-we know it takes time to achieve results. The people at CING know what they are doing. What's important for us as a patients' association is to keep reminding the state that we need to be ready once the therapy becomes available. We can't waste time. If they manage to make the breakthrough tomorrow and then we need five or ten more years to set up the infrastructure for it, it's no good. We can't risk that.
After a pause, he went on to add: "Many of us are already old. Who knows if the therapy will work on us?"
In such narratives and depictions of the future, possibility does not result from remaining positive about the premise of change and transformation; rather, it emerges through a tension between hope and pessimism (Tutton 2011) . In another interview, after it was once again made clear to me that gene therapy could potentially have age restrictions, I inquired as to why the PTA was so heavily invested in it, since the majority of its members were already in middle age. My interlocutor was quick to respond:
Perhaps it won't work for some of us, but you could say that for many putting pressure on the state for gene therapy is a matter of altruism and responsibility to future thalassemia patients. Besides, who said that all those involved in the association have lost their chance at being cured? Science takes leaps. Maybe when the bloody thing finally arrives, it won't have any age restrictions.
She concluded on a subjunctive note: "Hope dies last!" It soon became apparent that patients who belonged to the PTA perceived the elusive technology of gene therapy differently from those who did not. For example, we can contrast the subjunctive marriage of pessimism and hope to the indicative statement made by M.'s friend that the breakthrough will come "from elsewhere." Oscillation between pessimism and hope is not necessarily an indication that one remains unable to imagine what the future holds. Pessimism and hope, as active ingredients of subjunctive narrativity, are both modes of imaginative thinking that etch the future in their own way. They both provide boundaries by which spaces of possibility are organized, and by which specific routes to the future unfold.
As Susan Reynolds Whyte (2002, 183) states, subjunctivity involves "the conditionality of being implicated with other people-not only 'know-how' regarding one's circumstance and illness, but also the 'know-who.'" By exploring differing degrees of social and political capital deployed by HIV patients in Uganda, Whyte showcases how different visions and routes to therapy are formed or not formed, depending on the alliances a patient cultivates. Correlatively, the interactions between the PTA, CING, and the Cypriot state convey that pursuing one's future is mostly a matter of practically organizing, managing, and deploying one's arsenal of relations and alliances-what Morten Nielsen (2011, 400) calls "relational outreach"-to pursue desired outcomes. Events such as PTA conferences and workshops, as well as dialogues with patients, showcase how subjunctivity relationally crystallizes through everyday events, happenings, and encounters. For PTA members, this is the process by which the future becomes available. Due to their relations and alliances with CING and the Cypriot state, the narratives of PTA members emerge from and take place within the trajectory of technological progress in gene therapy, rather than outside of it. The narrators, in Good's (1994, 153) words, "are in the midst of the story they are telling."
In PTA members' narratives of the future, two forms of gene therapy dovetailed with and informed each other. On the one hand, gene therapy was narrated as an ambivalent, enigmatic technology; on the other, gene therapy was narrated through the political processes and relations of a network of organizations that, in their interactions, constitute the political economy of a potential breakthrough. Despite recent technological and scientific advancements in the field of gene therapy, the PTA and CING mostly make the leap from the indicative to the subjunctive through the latter, sociopolitical conceptualization of gene therapy.
THE PRAGMATICS OF NARRATIVE IN AN AGE OF UNCERTAINTY
Subjunctivity thus demands participation in a social field that remains processually alive. As suggested by one CING scientist, thalassemia in Cyprus requires one to "keep moving" in order to keep up with its social and technological gen-erativity. Similarly, as one PTA member put it, the association must "stay active" and maintain communication and pressure on the Cypriot state. Thalassemia and gene therapy in Cyprus can thus be conceptualized as "motion squared," to use Henrik Vigh's (2009) term-a milieu wherein both people and their surrounding social and technological landscapes undergo constant change.
In this context, it is critical to acquire the means necessary to construct images of the future that are capable of withstanding and organizing such a constantly shifting landscape. Laura Bear (2016) has recently urged anthropologists to address the contradictory and multifaceted dimensions of contemporary capitalist timescapes and how these dialectically unfold. In taking up Bear's provocation, I suggest that, as a form of disjunctive synthesis or "suturing" (Bear 2016, 497) , narratives mediate contradictions and inequalities inherent to contemporary temporalities. In so doing, they construct "drafts" (Corsín Jiménez 2018) of the future that are immanent to the present. The involvement of the PTA and the alliances it cultivates allow its members to construct and deploy a particular narrative and version of the future: the building of a transplantation center, ideally inside CING to expedite the process of gene therapy, and the allocation of the funds needed to support the therapy for all thalassemia patients in Cyprus.
While conducting fieldwork, I came to the realization that no Cypriot Greek equivalent for the word breakthrough seems to exist. During interviews my interlocutors would use the English term breakthrough or the Greek term for discovery (anakáluyh). On several occasions, however, my informants deployed Greek Cypriot phrases such as "when the thing happens" (áma gineí to práma) or, more often, "when this whole talk happens" (áma gineí toúth oúllh h koubénta). On the one hand, the use of such local idioms denotes the prolonged trajectory of anticipation and also the failure of gene therapy to come to fruition as an applicable form of therapy. On the other hand, the prevalence of the notion of talk showcases how my informants' understandings of gene therapy extend beyond scientific notions of progress. Instead, understood as means of politically negotiating and contesting gene therapy in Cyprus, talk conveys the importance of narrative as a continuous form of activist praxis and technopolitical inclusion. Talk, as means of affirming specific narratives of the future and as enacted through occasions of conferences, meetings, and everyday conversations, has acquired a vitality that makes it an active component of thalassemia's political life in Cyprus.
Thus, during periods of frustration and discouragement resulting from a lack of progress, PTA politics, events, and collective sociality aimed specifically at reinforcing an activist narrative as a means of garnering governmental attention.
As a PTA member once said regarding gene therapy: "We need to keep asking [the Cypriot state]. Not because we are greedy, but because thalassemia changes: technology improves, our needs change, and therapy methods improve." Narrative hence adopts the dual function of structuring the future and continuously recalibrating the relationship between present and future in the course of technopolitical change. As a means of "prefiguring" the future, narrative acts as a "condensed map of [a] contestable world" (Haraway 1997, 11) .
A narrative might emerge from the pragmatics of alliance, but over time it can also acquire a pragmatic efficacy of its own-rendering it capable of generating events aimed at actualizing the image of the future it propounds (Gallagher 2017) . As Elizabeth Povinelli (2014) puts it, "what is initially dispersed noise . . . comes to enclose itself through self-reference." Ever since I began following the PTA's political activities in September 2012, the Cypriot economy has shown signs of recovery. Global research on gene therapy for thalassemia has produced significant outcomes, such as the successful treatment of seven patients (Finotti et al. 2015) . In 2014, CING, in cooperation with a partner research center, commenced its own human trials in Italy, which included PTA members. The participation of the PTA and CING acknowledges global trajectories of technological advancement and strives to integrate them into the prevailing model of state-sponsored Cypriot health care. The strengthening of existing alliances and the deployment of PTA narratives connecting gene therapy to Cyprus and, more broadly, to the future forms an essential part of this process of technological localization. In a conference organized by the PTA in April 2017 under the auspices of the Cypriot Ministry of Health, it was announced that the Nicosia thalassemia clinic, which was first founded in 1981, would be revamped and moved to a new location that would house all treatment facilities. The poster circulated in the media to promote the conference displayed the logo of the association: one withered yellow poppy flower and one healthy red one, symbolizing rejuvenation, underscored by a swooshing blue arrow pointing forward. The image's caption read "Setting Our Sights on the Future: Thalassemia in Twenty-First-Century Cyprus." Some months later, in September 2017, the new president of the PTA stated in a radio interview and newspaper article that an official agreement had been signed between the PTA and CING in an attempt to develop in-house clinical trials for thalassemia gene therapy in Cyprus. In this interview, he affirmed that "the association's vision of the future is that old and new generations of thalassemia patients can have the best treatment possible" (Radio 99 FM 2017; author's translation) .
If the promise of breakthrough and the cultivation of a collective subjunctive mood constitute the imaginative means of producing possibility, the continuous circulation of narrative by the PTA is the means by which possibility is restrained, and a certain image of the future solidifies and acquires political potency. We can therefore understand the constant labor of affirming that narrative, while maintaining awareness of constant change and volatility through what Elizabeth Povinelli (2011) has termed embagination: a process by which the absolute immanence of the otherwise contained within the present is affirmed, but also confined to a single form. As Povinelli notes, this amalgam of compounded possibility is not completely insulated but rather one that, as with a woven bag, retains a porous connection to the outside. The bag is therefore capable of adapting to and integrating contingencies, but it also has the capacity to remain robust and durable in the face of internal and external assaults.
CONCLUSION: Directing the Future
The ethnographic milieu traversed in this article is one of uncertainty-a worldly dimension becoming increasingly pervasive in people's lives, one that has become central to anthropological discussions of the future (Samimian-Darash and Rabinow 2015; Salazar et al. 2017) . Anthropologists surveying the future largely approach the manner by which people orient themselves in conditions of uncertainty through notions of hope, waiting, patience, and endurance. Although such conceptual stances address the active positions that people immersed in uncertainty often adopt, they largely treat the notion of the future as an abstract horizon of unknowability and contingency (but see Jansen 2016) . In doing so, such conceptual paradigms emphasize reactive practices of handling and orienting amid uncertainty. They underemphasize the ways by which people regulate the space of possibility out of which uncertainty emerges by endowing specific versions of the future with political gravitas. By focusing on the pragmatics of relations and alliance, I have attempted to show how practices of future-making and dwelling amid uncertainty can be further activated and supplemented by practices that seek to clarify and define the abstract notion of the future, giving rise to a sense of direction regarding "what can be done" (Whyte 2002, 179) .
I have used the breakthrough as a focal point and contemporary keyword through which patient ambitions emerge and, through time, attain a tangible quality of anticipation. The sociopolitical embeddedness through which expectations of breakthrough acquire consistency gestures to the manner in which people immersed in conditions of uncertainty and waiting come to discern and cultivate specific narratives of the future. If people patiently hope, wait, and endure, it implies that, despite conditions of uncertainty, they still draw power and, perhaps more importantly, direction, from somewhere. Tracing the structural dynamics of alliance that make such practices politically potent and practically meaningful is of great importance. As demonstrated by the varying positionalities that thalassemia patients in Cyprus adopt in considering the prospect of gene therapy, visions of the future vary according to alliances entertained and positions occupied by individuals in sociopolitical structures (Green 2012) . Whether actors wield more or less practical and political influence may depend on the mastery they have developed in using and deploying their relational capital. Once we acknowledge such variations of relationality and alliance, an analytic inversion takes place: hope, patience, endurance, and waiting are not the starting points, but the endpoints of ethnography. If "hope dies last," as the motto suggested by one of my informants goes (see also Zigon 2009), it is because everything else that sustains hope-all the relationships, alliances, and structures that contain, sustain, and nourish it-die before it.
The PTA's position within the politics of thalassemia in Cyprus reveals how grassroots activism deserves more attention than it has thus far received within the emerging anthropology of uncertainty and the future. The same must be said for the epistemologies and imaginaries of the breakthrough. The political landscape of gene therapy and thalassemia in Cyprus offers a case in point and may even prove exemplary. The lack of a definitive path toward the arrival of a breakthrough imbues the thalassemic future not only with the active passivity of waiting or hoping but also with political vitality. This vitality emerges through a generative tension, created and enacted in the in-between of political dispute, on the one hand, and uncontrolled yet anticipated technological progress, on the other.
Moreover, we can refine our anthropological understanding of subjunctivity in attending more carefully to the structural and relational dynamics by which it gathers force. The interactions between the PTA, CING, and the Cypriot state show that subjunctivity demands imbrication in a milieu of alliance, dispute, and knowledge production. Subjunctivity, in this sense, is not a vague mood or propensity toward future possibility and change, but a collective sentiment that can actively partake in the processes by which the future is politically negotiated. The existential dimensions of subjunctivity and future-making index the fact that, for the PTA, subjunctivity emerges from the collective realization of being immersed in a milieu of possibility that, unless controlled, can betray all those caught within it. Hence, subjunctivity results not only from the political necessity of maintaining the continuous generation of hope but also from developing the means of remaining "ontologically secure, and in command of one's own life" (Jackson 2002, 144) .
The construction and deployment of politicized narratives of the future are one means by which possibility is not only produced but also managed. For patients worldwide, the grip of pharmaceutical capitalism and the weakening of state apparatuses mean that the politics of patient organizations cannot always have success as their objective. The anticipation of breakthroughs demands instead a coordinated epistemology, imaginary, and politics where importance is placed not only on what can be achieved in the present but also on which narratives of the future persist over others. Given the epistemic opacity and political uncertainty surrounding gene therapy in Cyprus, the PTA engages in the continuous political labor of affirming a narrative of governmental investment-a narrative through which the present can be diffracted, contested, and planned. As such, the PTA's long-term political strategy differs from that described by Arjun Appadurai (2013, 190) in his ethnography of housing activists in Mumbai, which is one of "cumulative victories and long-term asset building." Rather, the PTA's political objective is the prolonged maintenance of a "materialized narrative field" (Haraway 1997, 33) through which technologies and futures alike can emerge and take shape.
Alliance, subjunctivity, and narrative constitute the three ingredients of a process I have labeled directing the future: a form of relational, political futuremaking that repeatedly deploys the image of a constructed future as a point of reference to direct attention to specific objectives that are deemed achievable. The PTA has creatively and persistently pursued such a project. As such, the political practices of the PTA are not merely grounded in the abstract hope for the future arrival of gene therapy. They are instead firmly rooted in and attuned to the unfolding of a breakthrough. These are practices emergent from, and actively generative of friction between the present and the unveiling of its insufficiencies, which make a given future improbable or incompatible. Through such practices, the PTA locates and organizes the dynamics of a trajectory of possibility. Such a mode of politics and future-making does not merely anticipate a future but also presses the present and nearing future toward reconciliation. 
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1.
All quoted speech presented in this article is drawn from research conducted in Cypriot Greek. English translations are my own.
2.
The prevalence of thalassemia is the same in Northern Cyprus. Patients from the north often visit the south to receive their treatment because of better health-care facilities there. If a patient from Northern Cyprus visited the thalassemia clinic in the south of Nicosia, I was often told that he or she was allowed to "cut the line" in the transfusion schedule for immediate treatment. This arrangement, implemented by the Cypriot state, exasperated some patients while others agreed with it. It never became a matter of political dispute during my fieldwork.
3.
The PTA was founded by a number of parents of thalassemia patients, whose children at the time were still relatively young. As Steven Epstein (2007b, 504) notes, the process of patient associations founded by kin members and then passed on to patients themselves as they mature has been a common phenomenon of early patient activism. 4.
Although the Cypriot premarital certificate has created considerable discussion among bioethicists, it is accepted almost unanimously among Cypriots. For a comprehensive discussion of ethical and legal issues, see Cowan 2008, 181-222. 
